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instructions for the organization And format of

few studies readily lend themseIves'to-the archiving rocess anti can be

PT:fortunately,

easily, described by following the instructiong contained erein. Studies,

as ultimately implemented, often deviate considerably from

propoials and researchersdo not always provide adequate update
4.

of ;the changes made, Factors criticallysffecting thg:dalt,' such

in sampling plans and modifications, to instrumentt, often.are not des

in .study reports. The archivitt isIiven the awesome task of filling in

the gap between a generals treatment of methodology in proposals wri ten

months before.the commencement of the study,and a final report

awareness of this problem should alert the archivist to question

1.
and not complacently accept the descriptions of methodologies

used in'ttle study. Recognition.of the failure of researchers

findings.

the data

to.document,.:

the. knamic natur.1,-; of studies should also remind the archivist that not

all components cfst -,,,Oandard will be available' for documentation, despite

_most_assidUcusi_a

In addition.tocban

*41-.e by archivisttLto-uncover7them,-

-
in the sources of data impact

ridifferenCes In implementation, differences

archiving process: . some studies involve

direct data collection;q others reditalze data collected for previous
4

studies. Changep:Imiinplementation and differences in data sources both.

'isuggeat'atlekibIe approach to writing file-Ieveldocuments.

Archivists using,this siltdard are 'urged: to trive to incorporateall

components proposed in the standard that are applicable to the data ar

available to them and to deviate from the standard only,when the methodoIogica

CtaQtext'Of the data dictates a departure..Finally, sq,asnot to follow

the error of some researchers who fail to7reportrtheir departuret from study

factors,. the archivist should note that the standard has been amended to',

opt:form to the:mature of an individUal study and its files;
A-



.- nE FILELEVEL DOCUMENTATION STANDARD

File-leiel documentation refers to the 'description of the contents

of a Single eta file or,g group of identically structured files. In most

cases/ a fiIe-IeveI document is developed for each it struNent or data collection

If different files were created using the same'instruMent or form,

one file-level document is produced. If one document refers to severe

a brief section indicating this precedes the file-leveI document.

,,,

The file-level document consists of three sections:

I File Background . - information,pertaining to the;origib,-yurpose,
and colleotiob methodology of the data;

Codebcok - .descriptions of each specific data item containedin
the file;

I SupplementalInformationT_"additional-informtion;about the file,
including extegged cOdinginStruCtiOnSi: redodeSi detailed scale
and new variable calculations, and dOpies,of,ortginAI projectdocuments.



rFILEBACXGROUND

'!

The foiIowinroutIine liSts ihdA of information or "component's ".-

indIuded irr,:thfe41.1e bacisground/Aec2ibb-.of the file-level documentatpm--

.,

, A'

.. / I

Istandar

4,1

. *act

Tiit ,

of Observatio

. Scale/

D. :Time

F.

G.

H.

Pa40

olleCti/ Time Frame: When?
'collention. Time Fraitiai How Often?

;

'YDAta::1imS Frame

Data
I

..Data Collection/
. , ]=,

: 1

fi

SatpIibEk and Target Population

H 4,
Ubiverse
Target population
Obtained population

a.

c.

. Data Collection Method
3. Data Coding
4. Data Editing and Cleaning

Data Quality
4

Prciblems And Anomalies

Access

1. Location
2. Format
3. Special Handling
4, File Organization-
5. Contact

In/this section, each component of the file background is presented

in two/ways. The first describes the component; the second provides an

example of each component's use. The descriptions and their accompanying



examples sho;:i the depth of informatioh jecommended,,not the complete set
o

of Possible alterrlatives. The examples, therefore, should not be seen as

rigorous models qof exactly howthings must be expressed.

These descriptions focus on documentation of files containing data,

collected for the first time, spebifically for the study,being archiVed..

Many studies do not entail data collection, but rather utilize4data collected

for'other studies. For such "secondary analytic" studies, the'standard

°

must be (amended somewhat. The modifications required a ,described on page

t.

The abstract briefly describes a data file. It discusses the

of the data in the _file and the types of information the records in the
r

file, contain. The abstract also relates information about the project in

which the data were collected': Usually ranging between 75 to 150 words

in length, the abstract Rill help readers determine the file's applicability

t h r analysis activities.

EXAMFLE: ABSTRACT

The Administrative,Office Criminal Ter inations
file containS:information on each/crim nal .

,casebefore the. Federal,Court System w inch was
closed during a given',fiscaI year. the data
contain: in:the,.file include infor14tion
On the offensedisPosition;:se#endei court
and judge._ These_datkai* generated part, of

tienOrMalcourtreporting:aystei... CaSe dOcke
sheeta,USed to complete forms JS-2 and JS-3
(terminations) whicOgeraused.tb:ci'eatethel.
terminations records contained on this
The data are collected continuously, and'a
complete file 'is generated yearly. Aiyearly
file consists of 33 data items and al:putt-60,000
'records.



UNIT OF OBSERVATION

This.component describes the subjects or units on whom the data Were'

tr--r D ,

collected or; n othe Words, who or what was observed in data collection

and reported in the, data set These research units- den ,incltide

-individual: data pertaining to s single individuaIi such as a
student ordefendant;

state: data pertaining to a particular state;

di-qt;fct:, data pertaining.to the strict.'

In, hierarchically-organized or "mixed" to files, data-on multiple.
N

units of obServation sometimes exist within the same file. For example,

a sine data file may contain some re

Krds

referring to a state and other

records referring to illdividuals within a state. While records for the

individuil and the state usually differ in both length and content, thei'

appear within the same file. When such a mixed file is documented, the

unit (It observation 'for each recded type and the relationships between record

types are described.

EXAMPLE: UNIT OPT OBSERVATION (1)"

The instructional unit, that is, a dlass or
a subset of:the claiS serves as the unit of
bSeeVatiOn in the Regulae.PrOgram:Description-

EXAMPLE: UNIT OF. OBSERVATION (2)

The National,Crime Survey (NCS) file consists
of three deta.types, each contained in its
wn recdrd type. Household records contain
nfoemation referring to ho se-hold data,

such as nUmber of occupants etc. Individual'

i
records contain data refereng to the perSon
intervieWed. Incident redo ds contain information
describing each iFident the individual experienced:
The file is organPzed vath a household record
first and then an'individual record followed
by a varying number of'ineident records for that
ilrividual.



SCALE

kale re# ers=te=thesIze of th dat

to scale are

e" number_of_cases, that-is ; the
'-on the file;
p

number of variables collected;" t is , the *umber
of data fields each record contains.

If the filt is organized hierarchically (i e.;_ contains

nformationrelevan :

data of diffgring

'record types), the number of records and the number 'of fields will be sh6wn)

by record type. This section helps a researcher determine the.typeknd

extent of resources necessary to process-the file,

tl

EXAMPLE: SCALE

The file consists of 33 data items and the'
following *umber of respondents per year:

197a= 59,266
1975= 56i815
1976=i59512

111Mt INFORMATIdN
t

This copponent.tellS when and how the ,data' in atile were colleCted

ana'whSt time period they describe.

=

T e collection time frame te11 t when .data eallection began and ended.,

In th case of surveys, this information is aecuriate to the'mofith, since

seasonal effects can influence, the data If .the data were'collelbed ataz

Specific time gf y, in an unusual time frame, or on a, Con,tipuing b
4- .

these specific factors are reported. ...



Collectietn_Tipe Frame: How Often?

Data can be collected once, several times, or continually. The frequencY.

IMO

of d to collection has a direct bearing on thekinds Cf analyses researchers

rform on the to and the quality of the data. For example? if data

were collected several times)from the same subjects, a secondary analyst

should recognizexthat each set of observationS are.correlated and use an

analytic procedure which,takes this imp tamt factor,into account (e.g.,

repeated measures). Attitude observation collected on .a pre/post-test
.

basis are suspect because orthe possible contaminating-effects of the-pretest

on the post-test results. Achievement data can'also be questionable if

the data were collected so frequently:that:sUffiol'en time -.was not ailoWed

for a.gain to be apparent iwStaridardited-test scores,

DataTime-Frame

This aspect: refers to thetime frame the data described and clarifies

.

for the researcher the time period to which the data refer. This time period

doe not always cic?rredpond to the time when the data were collected. FreeluentIy,

data are collected about a. retrospective time period, for instance, a subject

d.

may beasked how many times he had been attacked in the previous year.

In 'other ases, data col e ed.at. one time may refer to events that occurred

,years.. in the past, as in the case of the 1977 National Crime Survey which

contains data. On 'crimes that:occurred in 1976.

EXAMPLE: TIME INFORMATION

.

Data ,were coilected-ona'continuing,basis, and
original data wero; forwarded; to the AdminiStrative
Office_each'month. The data` record is .generated

at the clo6e of a criminal case. A final yearly
tape is created at the-cIose Of each fiscal

';year; it contains the, records for cases closed '
-



in the,previous year.However, tie offenses
repnesented may have occurred at any time-in the

7-9444,p 20 yesrs.

DATA COLLECTION

This component explains the process used to collect the data

contained in-the file. Aspects of the\collection process covered in

f-",
this section are

sample, target, and ainekOopulations;

data collection, method;

opUlationS

The universe,universe, target, and obtained popUlation of the data set are
,

)

described here. The overall intent of the sampling component is'to allow

a researcher to 9nderstand (1) the nature of the population from which the

sample was,drawn in order to'determine to-Whom findings can be generalized

(universe), (2)-what population thid particular data S,.!t dwribes (target);

' '

,`and (3) whether the,samOIe is adequate to support her/his research goals

(obtained). For instance, after reading the inforMation in this Section,

a researcher interested in a particular data set may find the sample too

limited for her/his.purpOses.

.
: .In a complex weighted survey; this component's description can be, quite

long and' require: detailed explanations within-each.subsection. Some studies

-tari*t an,;,entire universe, of.' respondents; these so-palled non- sampled Oats

sets,still reqdire a sample description.:,



Specifically; the explanation of the data universe describes the member-

Ship and size of the universe, and the reasons for selectinCthe universe
j ,

for analysis. UniVerses could be

al1.15-year=old males in the State.of New

_working women earning over-$20,000;

criminal cases closed in fiscal year 1974;,

People-convicted' f murder.in California in 1977.

b. Target PeopuIations

?or sampled data files, target populatiohs are discussed. The discutsion.

qprovides information on the intendedtarget population and completely describes

thp sampling plan,'including sampling goals, sampling strategyr.and target

sample characteristics. The description of sampling goals details the factors

contributing to the decision to use some type of sample. These factors

economic - "The sample was limited to 500 subjects, since the budget
did not permit the study to collect more data-"

practical - "The Study4chose subjects from the Boston area
fdlloW-up, since the researcher'S offices are in Boston."'

_,stati8ticaI - ";The ;study design required the sample to be repre-
sentative in terms of rade, age,'and- sex.. ,

Therefore, this section includes the size of the sample, its characieriitics,

and the reasons for its choice.

The sampling strategy desCription inclUdeS the type of sample used,

the specific criteria for its eelection, and the methodology for drawing
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Types of samples include*

probability sampling

proportionate stratified sample,
choice .of stratified factors:

disproportibhite stratified sample
choice of stratified factors

cluster sampling

race, income district

multi-stage sampling or multi-phase sampling (double sampling)

samples with varying probabilities

area sampling

replicated sampling

quota Sampling

purposive sampling

The select'ed sample is described, detailing, when applicable, any

potential bias which may occur in future analysis due sampling techniques

and special feathres of thetarget population

Obtained Population

The desCription of the characteristics and size of the collected data

file contains information on the research units in the final data file

which, in some cases, differ substantially from the intended,target

=

population. Substantial differences between.the target and obtained populations

are described in this section. These differences arise from problems

encountered during data collection which eliminated portions of the target

population from the file or caused a change in the sampling strategy.

This section also describes the magnitude of,, and reasons for, nonresPonse.

. .

.If-the ponresponserate were.high.enough-t require that ihe-datA be adjusted

*not an exhaustive list



12

Prlor to 'analysis

errors of estimate

herd-or-in an

*fie adjustMPnte.pra also dPsOribpd; '.In.additioni standard

Culated for certain aharadtpristics are presented

dix,_or referenced if they were published separateIY.

EXAMPLE: DATA COLLECTION (1)

Universe all criminal terminations recordsefor tOp

years 1973, 1975, and '976c,

Target population: a 1% sample of the records drawn.
through a proportionate stratified Sample, stratified
by district'and by ye;r. The sample was chosen to obtain
apProximitely 2,000 records. Lampe cells were defined
for each district for each year in the universe. Cell
size was calculated4in proportion to the number of cases
in each district. The actual sample was drawn by randomly
selecting the proper number of records from within each
cell. This selection was donei,by dividing the number
of records in the cell by the number of records to be
selected in that cell. A random number/was then generated
between this quotient ( "N ") and that many records were
skipped at the beginning of thp cell. Each "nth" record
within thp,cell was then chosen. Since the order of records
within each cell was sequentially assigned by docket number,
cell contents were considered randomly ordered.

Obtained Population: 1,121 cases were obtained from
a.sample of 1,600. Nonresponse was limited to 12 specific
-districts and complete cells were obtained-for all other
districts. No analysis has been done to determine the
impact of nonresponse.

EXAMPLE: DATA:PLLECTIQN (2)

Universe: all 2 600:students in James.Monrpe High
School .

(Target Population: Same as universe:_

Obtained Population: 1i754 students were interviewed

Nonresponse rate was,12:3%.i' Of:the nonresporiderits,

;1.7 Were unsuitable for interview, 6.2% refused,:2.4%
wereawayjrom home,1.6% were out at time OfintervieWi
-;and .4% weranot,interviewed for other reasons'.-

.



. Data Collection Method

The intent of this cdiagonent is to enable a researcher to review data

pollection forms and methOOS and to understand h-ow they were used in a

project. Information is also provided on folIow-up techniques and other

procedures for improving response rates.

or survey&,.4dtta are usually Obi lead tling some type of (at'4'

collection instrum nt or questionnaire: while for nonsurveys; data are,

collected using a orm or the output of an administrative system: SUtvey

data collection met hods include*

self -adm* istered questionnaire;

mailed ques ionnaire;

oral Interview (face-to-face or by-telephone);

:observation;

administrative output.

Administrative data, also known as process-produced data are generated

through the normal operation of an administrative system. In other words,

these data are not collected specifically for research purposes, but as

part of an ongoing management function. Examples are a personnef file

containing information about individuals salaries and a hospital information

system containing accountingnformation about each patient.

This component describes the method of data collection as well as the

-data collection form. A copy of the form is placed,in an appendix.

description of special instruction; for the project's data collection

staff as well as copies of documents containing unusual interviewer's

instructions are also included in an appendix.

not an exhaustive lis



'EXAMPLE: DATA COLLECTION METHOT,;4

The Classroom Roster was a foPm completed by all classroom
teachers in grades 3 and 4 in sample schools4. The'Roster .

provided an unduplicated:count of students participating.
in.compensatory education programs. Each teacher4isted
all of the children in terms of sex, ethnicity, reading
achievement level, free lunch program participation,7 and
participation in compensatory programs:'

atkpg-doc4nv.

Manual and machine coding techniques 'applied to the d to are describe

hePe Ir4501a1 procedUres or handling were required-4
. .

are ali.6:1eXplained

Manual-data-coding.is often performed prior to data input. Such coding

commonly occurs when a study employs questionnaires containing open-ended

questions, or when instruments include questions that, ask the respondent

to chooie among several alternatives (e;g., the offense category in a:.criminAI

'tape). Machine data coding techniques are.those techniques automatically

applied during the data entry.process, such as left-zero fill, changing

blanks to "-," etc.

EXAMPLE: DATA CODING

Each questionnaire was manually reviewed for open-ended /

questions and for interviewer notations ind'cating problematic
questions or responses (e.g:, a person gave ore than.one
response to a question calling for a single r sponse). Each
problematic question or response was reviewed the most
reasonable was chosen or the field was coded as "missing."
Open-ended questions, Q3 and Q5, were 'manually coded
according to a coding scheme which appeamin the appendix.

4. Data Editing and Cleaning,

Data editing and cleaning consistency checks performed on data include

Syntactic 'checks and Semantic checks.



Syntactic - checks deal with.the for and characteristics of an individual'

data field and insurethatrach fieldsco orms to individually defined

characteristics.' A SEX field might be spicified as alphabetical, with'

acceptable values of "M," F, or "blank." An'AGE field might be defined

as numerical, With values ranging from "1" through '9g." A nominal varable

like RACE could be defined as numeric, with vaIdes of 1,1' "2," "4," "7."

Semantic -checks-investigate relationships between two or more variaules

and insure that data Within a record is consistent and reasonable. In a

15

survey of"elematary school students, a studentwith a GRADE'oflimuSt have

.

WAGE between 4 and 8. In another survey, a respondent's AGE cannot be

less than his or her Child's AGE. These semantic specifications could become

quite extensive and complex since all possible relationships between variables

may be considered. For example, in an international. economic data set,

a nation's GNP can :Istlated to its population,,industrializatiOn level,

and geographic location through a series of complex models. a criminal

record system, adsentence can be related to the type of crime and the defendant's

past record.

checks performed on the data are deScribed. If a complete set

of cIeZhing specifications were developed for the data, these may appear

n an appendix to the _documentation. The key part of this section is to

highlight any brOad problems uncovered and to detai any corrective actions

whjich may have been taken.

EXAMPLE: DAT EDITING' CLEANING

An in-dep data cle
the data f_ the ydgr
consisted o ange
and a number O'F con
available in a repo

s-

ing analysis was performe47upon
1973i 1977, and 1976. This analysis

d value cheokS f90 each clata item
stency checks. The findings_, are

t entitled Data Cleaning of the Criminal



Terminations Data Tapes, ated April, 1978. The major
conclusions of the repiik indicate that the data were,
for the most part, within expected ranges, although significant
amounts of data were missing from the SEXand RACE data
fields.

DATA QUALITY

This section's goal is to help a researcher determipe the overall accuracy

and quality of the data set. The value of an otherwise interesting data

,set can be seiez4eIylimited if the original data collec or (or archivist,

in some -caSes) failed to conduct quality analysis.

The validationand reliablAity analyses performed on the data'and the

key findings of these analyses are described here. There are three types

of quality analyses: reliability, validity, and correctness. )

Reliability analysei are designed to insure that the responses to partiCuIar
.

questions or items in the data collection instrument ire'replicable. In

other words, reliability analyses determine if the same question or iteM

will produce the same results consistently over time. Usually performed

as the data collection instrument is pretested, these tests are fully described
.

in this component or referenced, iftheyydre described in A published report.

Validity tests determine if a question or item accurately measures

and reports the information a researcher a5Aempted to analyze. For example,

,does a question about home value properly represent a-resPondent's afrluence?

Correctness cheCks determine if the data On the collection forms is

actually correct. 'Types of correctness checks include the-,recollection d .0

of data from a sample of./the obtained population and independent yerirication°

of the data from outside sources.

If no validation or, reliability analysis were performed, thereasons

for assumang reliability must be presented: This requireMent applies equally

to newly collected or administrative data.



EXAMPLE: DATA QUALITY
-

The criminal terminations'datas subjected to
validity analysis performed on a sample of records recollected
from the original data source (d9cket Sheets). A complete
report onthe findingp of the sndysis can be found in

II - I dated
January,1979. The repor intdicated that considerable
error exists within the offensdr,disposition,_ sentence,-
term of and term of brobstion'fields. Further,,
the report states that these errors.are substantial' and,.
in some cases, that cxer 20% of the.data records are in
error. The report's final conclusions are that-the data
reliability is IoW- and, therefoA, use Iimited.,.

17
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PROBI;EMS AND ANOMALIES

If problems and anomalies, and strategies for dealing with, themvare

not'cIearIy'ekpIained, they can lead to improper data analysis. Probleis

andanbMalieSare usualliiincovered as.:A resultJof three processes: 1)

dataoollectioni 2) data editing and cleaning, and,3) data, analysis. Often

these Orablemi are not fomalITdOcumented;: In such cases, this part of

4
the documentation is based on interviews with persons who have

the data in the past.

Problems andmanomalies arising from the data collection effort might

/include incompleteness-of the sampld,.anomalie in.the instrument or its

instruotions,, and adjustments made to the dat- after their original, collection.

Sincd'ambiguous questions or instructions may have teen identified
Q.

during data collection changes no.ideAuiingthis"proCess should 'te documented:

Problems and 'anomalies discovered through previous'an activities,

. an explanation of their'Sourcet And suggestions for_treating them are also

included:

11E4MPLE:. yROBLEMS:AND'ANOMAI4ES

A number of-serious'problems exist Within this data
set: A cleaning analysis uncovered anomaneg in.many



data fields% The class ID contains spurious numbers in
i4 first two digits (which should have indicated_ _school

building). alarge,number of cases, sex and raCe
fields are blank. In other fields, a small number of
cases contained spurious response codes.

H., ACCESS
; .

Information related to access to the data set is included in this section.

This information concerns location, format' and special handlihgc

The present location of the data set -is'specified, and, instructions

are given for obtaining additional copies of 'it from the original or current

source. if the data set is available locally, the:tape or-disk number,

file name, and sequence number is included.

2; Format .

Information about the actual technical, format of the tape allows programmers

lvt%a removed location to read the tape properly. The file-transfer standard

document-Otaiis the acceptable formats-for data file transfer.

3. Special Handling

Special restrictions on, or handling considerations for, the data set

are included here. In some studies, the release of certain data fields

may be restricted. This may be because of pledges of confidentiality given

during the original data collection process or subsequent policy decisions.

Other 'imitations might be that only aggregated data may be released,

as in the case of the U.S Census data Here, individual=level data are

not released, but special aggregations of the data are performed in response

to researchers' requests:



. File Organization

The manner,in which the file

Contact

s sorted or ordered is described here.

Thename; telephone numberi.and addtess of the person or organization

- _
responsible for the data are listed here.

,,EXAMPLE:

The criminal terminations tape for years 1972 'to =1971
is located on the reel 021477. 0%

It is recorded in 9=track ASCII and in 1600 BPI, has
record length of 80, and is unlabeled.

It may not be released to the public without special
authoriZation from xxxxxxx; It is sorted by district
and maintained by John Doe, 202-555-6344,'NCES, 1520 H
Street, Washington, D.C.

I. MODIFICATIONS FOR SECONDARY ANALYTIC STUDIES

The preceding instructions for preparing .file -level documentation have

been developed for fiI.es containing data collected specifically for the

study being archived. HOwevet, many_studies do not bollect data, but

rather utilize data drawn'from other'studies and.sogrces.. .To;document these.
0

secondary analytic studies, it is necessary to use a slightiyimended form

or the standard.. Guidelines for writing,components A-C and E3=H need not

be.changeC but; components D-E2 should be modified as follows:

D. Time Information

1. Time Frame of Original Data Collection: When?

2. Time Ftame of Original Data Collection: How Often?

3. Original Data Time Frathe

E. Data Collebtion and Modification Inforaiation

,1. ,-Description of Original Data.Sources
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1:lescription ofPreSentSaMple

3. Merging/Reformatting,Performed in PreSent.StU4y_

Items D.i3 are Obticiiis changes since, by definition, no data set is

generated in a secondary analytic study.

Items E1' -3 differ Considerably in thit:VerSion of the standard from
. ,

those in the standard for files from primary analytic studies. ,The.originaI

source(s) of data.are-..desPrib0..hrW,A3t../Oing :site ofsample, =type

46taicharacteriStics of'thOsi sampled; If 4tOrS:o 00.aroh#0_,00 interested

n descriptions of the samplingstrategy used by the original data collectors:,

this information and the universe description can be obtained from the Final

'Study RepOrt'listed in the bibliography accompanying the description of

the substuciy in which446e data were obtained.

Of greater interest to archive users is the sample used in the secondary

analysis; this samPle may either be the entire original sample or a subset

of the original. If it is the latter, the sampling strategy employed in the

secondary analysis should be included in item E2.

In a secondary analytic study, there is no instrument to be described

since there was no datacolleaticinactivity; However, in such a study,

'the parallel activity is modification of the original data, which is accomplished

'by mergingand/9r reformatting the previously existing data files.
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The cbdebook contains complete information "about eachbf.'the ;variables.,

contained in the file. A separate cbdebook is prepal. for. each record

type within hierarchical or: mixed: files ^containingmuitiplerecord types.,,
The, specific components of .4. codepOok

variable name;

.. reference number;

vari.able

0-'

location specifier;

file identifier;

missing values;

-, -t
questiOn text;''

,response codes*

response labels;

- 4 reiOnse deicrintions;

notes.

te""
All of these components are -incorporated into a f illustrated

in Figure 2.' ,The purpose of this format is consistency of presentatiOn.

4 q'

. _ _ . ,'The instructions for creating codebook components contain restrictions
t

on labeling'and variable length., These restrictions are based on the

1capabilktites andryrequirements of SPSS. We chose SPS,$ because it is by

far the most widelyY:-used statistical analysis paakage'i CompliinceWith%itS
4 6 ,; :

labeling coonventiOns 'eneblirages the greatest imtbritial: uSe. of ..the codebOoks



Variable NamP

A variable name is astigned to each data field. This name is used
,Y :

SPSS or other statfatAcal proceising systems to identify the data items .

selected for analiSis. It is a short name, for. a data field and .'consists
,

of not more than eight characters, the 'first of'"Whidh in.ist be a, letter:.:
.. . "

Variable names '.may .be either descrilitive lyeibal) or numerical.. Examples,
.

-2

. ' '. '. .

of descri,ptive variable labels are "sex 0' "age ,11...;Tgrade , "birthday.*. Often, -

the eight,6haiacter limitation demands that the variable name be aa'abbi4eviatkon.
q-0-0

, The variable.name of an item,' 'Tow many 'Children do you hair'efti''.m ',tea-, :, ,

1 :, ..,.. ,......_i_-._ ..- T. .',,...
.,14.1101KIDS'. The acylnantage of usingthiS type of variableF, name is that it- gives

:° a i .. . ,.
,

researcAers a clUe to the content of' tile..question. . ..'
..... e; . .; .., . ...'

, Nurcrei-ical ya,"ridbie names can be 6reated'As refOerices to questions

on a survey irfStrument, of items on an ,aciiiiniltrative form;ot- to v iables

of a %study. When using SPSS, the' firs)..oharaCter in numerical:'varfable

nanies 'must 'be a letter,,,._ for. instance, Cr7 ,(efuestion'r-eference) V101 (Vartable4r

reference)
..

.;°
There are Uri..? advantages 4using numeric variable names. First, these

'-numbers provide the researcher with a reference that,cties the dodebciok to

instrument. *' 5pcondly,.- the person preparing the codebook Can devise,
;-_; \'_tK A . .

Such ViOiable`'-nanibi, very 'quickly; with,:thekassurance ;that no .variable names

are used more. than oithe. In multipart" g'ueettOriS' where 20' data items form
-. y. C

Q1i. this.baiing system can,be"a little-a6nfusing: UsUally, this confusion
,.

can be resolved by using the designati,1. "Q1A, 113,4 atd.
p"

codebooks or .studied llvolvingf avery large number of data items,*

Variable names are sometimes devised-.by -assigning sequential numbers preceded

by the let,ter. "V" "V1," "11100,n.."V30.31,Using these "V" numbers is
!.



.sometimea simpler than'trying to :remember what the-abbrevia

represents:

ReferenceAuniber

A reference number is assigned sequentially to each data field in 'the

` file beginning with the number A researcher uses reference nuMbers

to indicate those items she/he needs for her/his analYsis of the data. -..

1,

When a researcher uses the codebook to select a subset of vai,iables from

the on nal data file, these' reference numbers remain the same.

the data ite0°With the,referencehumber

number "5" in a subsetted file, even though it may adtuallY be.therfirst

able onthe subsetted

Reference numbers are also useful for cross=referencing Vithin the

codeboOk.. -11,hote on oneAata item may refer tOZa previously - defined item:

For example, an item WhiCh sought to-dttermirit themost,serioua,behavion:

pftiblet teachers' encountered this sahonT24Par might. carr§Htilehotef-0Refertnct

.#366 concerned the MOststriouvbehavior problem teachers. experienced last

11511

Therefore,

in the complete file- is reference

"

Variable Label

The variableilabel'summarimestheoontent of. an item and identifies

it. more complete* tbai.ith4Variable..naMe. When OH9trbally-deScriptive

Jrariable-nate is.uSed to identify an itemithe'Variable an:expansiOn_

of that label;:When a numerical atsignation is used to ' identify an item,

the variable label is the researcher's introduction to the content of the

item. Variable labels are subject; to a few constraints: they may not16-

more than 4o characters in length and-May not contain the Characters



Very often, the variablelabeli are listed alphabetically at the end

of the codebook in an appendix called the "variable label dictionary.," e,

The purpose of this dictionary is to allow, researchers to scan, the, labels

and identify items of interest: For this 'reason, the variable labels should

be'composed so that the most descriptive .word appears first: In this war,

a number of related itemS woUld also be grouped together in the dialtionarY-

For instance,' the f011oWirig labelt :might -be assigned to ai.group_ of items

pertaining to demographic information.

DEMOGRAPHICS:
DEMOGRAPHICS:

,DEMOGRAPHICS:
DEMOGRAPHICS:
DEMOGRAPHICS:

,DEMOGRAPHICS:
DEMOGRAPHICS:

RESPONDENT'S AGE
_RESFONDENT'S,EDUCATION
RESPONDENT'S INCOME ,
REspppgNrsoccupATION
REspopmrs,:RACE
REpppgpOTRELI0Ion
RESPONDENTS sP.c

Choos ng an appropriate label involves a great.deal 'of guesswork
- ,

it I

the archiv 3t try to determine what topics will be most interesting

A file can tie analyzed in so, many,ways that it isto most researchers5

not-always possible to create variable.labelS:that:telltv

what s /he wants to know.:

When a variable forms a part of a series (e.g., a question

of a series of events happened and directs the respondent
#

that apply), each variable label can contain a-specific. description.of the

event and a very, brief reference indicating that it is part e a.series.

r

For example, a series may ask the respondent to "Rank these factoeg 'in 'order

of their significance in school crimes today"; each factor is.coded as .a

separate item. Each variable label may 'be coded as "CRIME SCHOOL:

for example:.

.'
CRIME SCHOOL:
CRIMEk SCHOOL:

CRIME SCHOOL:
CRIME SCHOOL:
CRIME SCHOOL:

POVERTY.

LACK OF DISCIPLINE
RACIAL TENSIONS
BROKEN FAMILY.
URBAN-ENVIRONMENT
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In spite of such fiexibiiityit May still be impossible to create

sa variable label within the length constraints.

,'In some cases the length Constraint poses problems in composing meaningful

desCriptive labels and-requires that the actual question text te.abbreviated.

The abbreviations used attempt to convey the. essence of the question; extremely

cryptic editions are:avoided7i-TWhervcreating:these.designations, words

should be abbreviated from right to left, omitting stIffixesi.connectivesj

articlei, etc., in an attempt to maigtain comprehensibility.

In cases similar to the example above (i.e., a series of related items

investigating:a common factor),'an explanation of the meaning of the abbreviation

could be given in an appendiXto the codebook. Here are some examples of

abbreviated variable labels used fora series of iteds that were part of a
- .

question, "As far as you know, which of the measures on this-card were used

to determine the WEigibility of public schools in this distPict for this

year's Title I program?

ELIGIBILITY TI, P: CENSUS DATA
6T1 = Title I; P = public school)

ELIGIBILITY, TI, P: AFDC ENROLLMENT
IGIBILITY, TI, P: FREE BREAKFAST'
IGIBILITY, TI, P: FREE LUNCH

ELIGIBILITY, TI, P: # NON-ENG SPKG

As this example dedonstrates, the use of adequately defined abbreviations

can convey a great deal of information within

File Identifier

the 40-character limit.

The file identifier is an abbreviated reference code used'to describe

a particular data file; It contains not more than eight characters which

rspresent-1 substudy and'a particular file from that substudy. For exampIei'

in the. study of compensatory education there were six sUhstudies, one of

Which'wis'the demonstration substudy. The datafrfrom the demonstration- ub-

study were contained in 11 files; The letter "C" was used to designate



the dem6nStration substudy and .each_file was simply given a. number from

1:to 11: 'iThusi the ..fiIeidentifiersfer the demonstration substudy.

were: cii.
The.file-identifiers used in the .Education .Voucher Demonstration irchiye

were more descriptive: 'The six community.SurVeys were identified, as CSUAT

plus the season and year of their administration, i.e., CSURVS73iCommunity_

Survey, Spring 1973.

Location Specifier

The location specifier describes the phySical field location' of the

data item within each record._. Location is usually defined as "card Ostarting

column - .ending column." If a file consists,of only one record per ease,

the specifier includes only the column number, as'follows: "starting column-

ending olumn." Fori'instance, aAata item located in columns 16 through

1. of card 5 would baye a loCationspecifier of 5/16=14. If'ailata item

contains an implied decidaI point, the number of places to the right of

the decimal is noted in parentheses after the location specifier. For example,

the wage data item is ideated in columns 10.through 17 and contains two

decimal Places; Its location specifier would.therefOre, be "16-17(2)

If the data item contains alphabetic information, as in the case of a state

variable, the location field is followed by the character "(A)," indicating

an alphabetic field. For instance, the state field is located in columns

56 and 57 and contains tvo=charAter'postal service abbreviations. Its

'location specifier would be "56=571A).

The Missing values: field.contains information describing the missing

data codes in the file. This field, can contain data in one of three iorms:



. a list of the individual codes which signify
a.missing Value;

a range of missing value codes (-L-through);

all values less than or greater than the specified
code signify missing data

Misting value cases and their, meanings should also be included in. the

value codes section:

Question Text

The actual question text as it appears on the data collection instrument

is reproduced here. If an instrument was not used to collect the data,

the contents 'of the data field and its derivation is completely described.

For the "question text" of an item on an employment application
"

might regd; "Line 13. The applicant wrote hit/her current employer's address

on this line." The text for a survey-type instrument includes the question

number. (i.e.,"Q1A, Q3B), unless the question number was used as the'variabIe

name, as described in section II. 1.

If .a question relies on the preceding. question for its full meaning,

t4e OestiOn is clarified Toiassistthe researcher inknoWingractIy'..4

how:the question was asked; the clarifying text ip placed in brackets or

parenthesis. For example ,aseriesaf,questions asking about educational_

attainment has a two-part section; the first part is "Do you have an additional

degree?" (answered "yet",or "no"); if .the respOndent.answert "yes," s/he

then answers the second part, "What isit?" The question text'for "What

it?" would become: ".(If you.hays an additional: degree) What it it?"

interviewer's or respondent's instruCtion printed as Part of'the question

are^usually tilete4 whenIthe question text is recorded.' "Here is a list

elf:factort'soMe pople:zay:affept crime rates (HAND CARD E). Please choose.



the three factors you think have the most influence on crime rates," The

'yphrade "(HAND CARD_E) would be ddleted.iThis'information is conveyed.in

notes: "The respondent was given a card listing factors to help him/her

aniwerthis question."

Value. Codes

A value code is keyed for each response yo each question; e codes

haVe very little meaning unless they are presented with the value label (9)

and the value description (10) described below. For example, a sex question

may have a value code of "1" for female and '"2" for male. If the variable'

has a very large number of codes, such as a district or offense field or

msponses to an open-ended quedtion, to save room, a list of codes and their

9 Wings are placed in an appendix rather than the main codebook. The notes

"See the appendixcomponent contains an indication that this has been done:

for a list of value codes and their meanings."

Value Labels

VaItie labels concisely describe the meaning ofeact1HValUe code; These

labels cannot exceed
m
20 characters and cannot contain the characters /,"

"(, or ")." In many cases, abbreviations are necessary. As in the case of

variable labels; abbreviating proceeds from right to left, conveying as

much inforMation as possible, that the meanings of the labels are at

least evident through context. The value label is similar to the variable

label in that it is often a summary. Just as the question text can be relied

upon to elaborate on the meaning of the variable label, the value description.

expands on and Clarifies themeaning of the value label.
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10. Value Descriptions

Response descripticloos are complete descriptions of the response codes

and are only used when the response labels do Int,adequatelycOnvey:.the

meaning of the response codes, If applicable,. each of-these descriptions

includes the actual information as it appears. on the data collection form;

-11, Votes

The "notes" section of codebook items has many uses. Generany,,it

is used to provide the researcher with important additional information

about an item. It can tell which of a group of respondents answered a particular

question and.under what circumstances. It can inglude interviewer's in-

structions, explanations of strange response codes,'and descriptions of

unusual frequency distributions.. In addition, it may refer the researcher

to other closely-reiated questions or to information in an appendix which

may be of interest.

In preparing the codebooks for the Compensatory Education Archive and .

' .

the Education Voudher Demonstration Archive4 it.became.apparent,that-a number

of notes were used over and over again. we will describe some of these
. .

)?4
notes and their uses here; first,, to. provide the archivist with some ready.,

made notes, and, second, to Illustrate the types of function notes can serve.

One of these functioneis to tell who answered the question and why.

To teI1 who, we used a "universe" notes, with the following format.

UNV: O6t2

This note was part of the codebook description of question 7. The

"equation" means that all the respondents.to question 7 responded to question

6 with an answer that had a value of 2, The note appended to question 6

read: "if 2, gat° CR; if 1, 3, 4, or 5, skip to Whn

31



.Sometimes, there are several sequences different respondents follow-

to arrive at this- Same question. tntis,pase, the note readS:

UNV: 01=2/Q11=1/Q12=1 U=Mor")

Or, there may be more than one condition that must be met before a

respondent answers a question:

30

UNV: Q44=1 & Q46:3

Interviewer's instructions include any information that the-interviewer

did not read to the respondent, such as;

"The interviewer handed the respondent card E to facilitate answering
this question."

"The interviewer did not read the value 3 response. It was cOdedonly'
if .the respondent volunteered: information."

"If the respondent answered noicthe interviewer circled A on the instrument
and skipped to 0."

"The interviewer was directed to look,on page 4 for the name of the
child referred to in question 80."

. "The probe, What others? was used with this question and asked only
once."

cr
To.heIp the researcher locate related items and information, notes

similar to the following could be used:_

"See Refetishbe #106 for respondents pastexperiende in-this Field:

4

child.to which this series_of -4UpstionS refers.is.the "Kish Kid',"
randomly selected by a method devised by.Leslie-Kish-and deSeribed
in his book,'SurveySampling.

-

"A list _o values and their meahingsappearS in the appendix..



STIPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

BIBLIOGRAPHY

.The' bibliography litts reports hated on the data in the file. I
,so litt' reports on the- same subject based On other data and background

: .

materl ibliography supplies exact information on where to obtain'
Copies of arublished reports: :F es based on" data fro- more than one
file within study or -substudfy normally be included here. Such-

"reiorts should be list6d'in the.stud?or substudy b'ibilographies described
in Volume III: Project-Level Doc4mentation.

. i

FILE HISTORt.

This section ideritifies the' individuals and organizations respOsible

for various- and sections bf the data ile% -ChronoiogicaIIY ordered,
_

it contains the name of each person or organizationainvoived-
f describes

hit/her role in the creation of `the data 'file and" the dates of hit

activities; 'Minimally, it identifies the ,:data _collection contraateri----analysis.

dontriotor, data management centrattor, and other inditidtalt toi" organizations.

who are 'involved with the data or have subjected them tp significant analysers..

;Original Project Documents

Copies, of -original data . collection fortis cOdrhg4ilstrtictions and

other doeuments comprise thit appendiX.

Data Editing

f the data set were extensively editedand:cleaneditopy*'the.

fcleahing specifi tions appears in this appendix. If a .forniat.'report on

the-Cleaning procets were issued, a summary oiits Major findings is also
., presented:








